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Introduction 

1 My name is Dr Jeremy William Trevathan. I am an Acoustic Engineer and Director of 

Acoustic Engineering Services Limited (AES), an acoustic engineering consultancy 

based in Christchurch.  

2 I have been asked by the Isaac Conservation and Wildlife Trust (Trust) to provide 

evidence in support of its submission on Stage 2 of the Proposed Replacement 

District Plan (Replacement Plan).  I have previously provided a Statement of 

Evidence for the Chapter 18 (Open Space) hearing, dated 27 January 2016 and a 

Statement of Evidence for the Chapter 6 (General Rules) hearing, dated 17 February 

2016. 

Qualifications and Experience 

3 I have the qualifications and experience set out at paragraphs 3 to 5 of my 27 

January 2016 Evidence. 

4 As set out in my previous statements, I confirm I have read and agree to comply with 

the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses in the Environment Court Practice Note. 

Scope of Evidence 

5 My rebuttal evidence responds to evidence provided by Chris Day (for Christchurch 

International Airport Limited) and Eric Morgan (for Air New Zealand Limited), as it 

relates to engine testing noise that may affect the Peacock Springs Conservation 

Area. 

Executive Summary 

6 Overall, I consider the evidence of Mr Day and Mr Morgan clearly demonstrates why 

an 80 dB LAFmax limit would be a reasonable measure for the Peacock Springs 

Conservation Area – specifically, that there is no guarantee that aircraft tested in the 

future will be quieter than those currently tested, and that new testing locations will 

not be developed in closer proximity to Peacock Springs for sporadic use by larger 

aircraft.  

7 A LAFmax noise limit for engine testing is currently in place at Auckland Airport (Mr 

Day states that the current Christchurch proposal is based on the Auckland Airport 
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engine testing rules), and the 80 dB LAFmax limit proposed in this case would not 

restrict current engine testing activities. 

Evidence of Mr Chris Day dated 17 February 2016 

8 The evidence of Mr Day does not comment on noise effects on birds. However a 

number of points he raises have relevance to Peacock Springs, as follows: 

8.1 In his paragraph 23 Mr Day could be seen to suggest that the only issue for 

consideration is the number of residential properties within the engine testing 

noise contours. As per my evidence in chief, it is my view that the expected 

engine testing noise at Peacock Springs is also a relevant consideration. 

8.2 In his paragraph 85 Mr Day states that the engine testing rules proposed in 

the notified CRDP are “based on the Auckland Airport engine testing rules 

which use the 7 day Ldn parameter”. I note that the Auckland Airport engine 

testing rules also include a LAFmax noise limit, which applies at residential 

locations, during night time. Mr Day’s evidence does not make clear that the 

imposition of a LAFmax noise limit for engine testing noise, as sought by the 

Trust, is therefore not unusual in engine testing noise situations 

8.3 In his paragraph 166, Mr Day discusses how passenger aircraft noise levels 

have changed over time.  In my opinion this means there is no guarantee the 

aircraft tested will become quieter over time.  Mr Day does not comment on 

this implication of his paragraph 166.  In this context, a LAFmax noise limit 

would provide some certainty for the Trust.  

8.4 The noise levels presented by Mr Day in his paragraph 181 confirm that 

existing engine testing noise levels experienced at Peacock Springs are in 

line with those discussed in paragraph 19 of my evidence in chief, and that a 

80 dB LAFmax noise limit would therefore ensure noise from one-off test 

events was capped at current levels, and would be of no obstruction to the 

airports current operations. 

Evidence of Mr Eric Morgan dated 17 February 2016 

9 The evidence of Mr Morgan does not comment on noise effects on birds. However a 

number of points he raises have relevance to Peacock Springs, as follows: 
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9.1 Mr Morgan’s paragraph 6.6(d) suggests that Runway 11 could be further 

developed to enable more engine testing to be undertaken in this location. Mr 

Morgan does not comment on whether this particular development would 

affect noise levels at the Trust’s land.  In my opinion, changes in location 

have the potential to both positively and negatively affect different 

landowners.  An LAFmax noise limit would provide some certainty for the 

Trust against the effects of any changes to the locations where particular 

aircraft are tested.  

9.2 Mr Morgan’s paragraph 7.10 also raises the possibility of a “secondary 

location” (other than the current run-up pad) being developed for use by 

larger aircraft such as the Boeing 787 and 777, should a ground running 

enclosure be installed at the current run-up pad location. There is no 

discussion of where such a “secondary location” could be. Again changes in 

location have the potential to both positively and negatively affect different 

landowners.  The LAFmax noise limit I recommended in my earlier evidence 

would provide some certainty for the Trust, should new testing areas be 

developed or current areas upgraded such that larger aircraft could be tested 

from time to time closer to the Peacock Springs Conservation Area. 

 

 

 

Dr Jeremy William Trevathan 

25 February 2016 
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